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Executive summary

In today’s economy, eliminating fixed costs due to older, inflexible mainframe servers is an excellent

way to save costs and meet growing IT requirements. The purpose of this paper is to help

organizations understand that that they can size applications for implementation on their standards-

based servers (HP Integrity or ProLiant), rather than being forced to implement them on their existing

mainframe environment. The effort in this paper is to create a method of sizing workloads for

standards-based servers that can help avoid the costly nature of putting the workloads on mainframe

systems.

What will be shown is that identifying the type of workload to be sized is very important. For

example, mainframe systems have relatively poor performance when running processor-intensive

workloads. A business manager deciding to run a new processor-intensive workload on a 1- or 2-

processor z10 BC mainframe system could instead place it on a uniprocessor HP Integrity rx2660 or

BL860 server at huge cost savings. If the workload was more commercially oriented, or data

warehouse oriented, the size of the mainframe resources required would be smaller.

This paper discusses how workload type directly impacts sizing of a system. Users can take

advantage of this and compare the workload sizing of a standards-based server versus a z10 EC or

z10 BC system. This paper helps dispel some of potential fears by showing that it is possible to

logically size HP Integrity and ProLiant servers when evaluating a new workload. This paper will

examine sizing methods that can be used for standards-based servers, using some of IBM’s own

methodologies.

Introduction

Many organizations running mature COBOL, CICS, or DB2 environments would benefit by moving to

a standards-based infrastructure running commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) applications. HP servers with

Intel processors combined with HP storage provide a proven, cost-effective, and tightly integrated

alternative.

There are numerous reasons why migration to standards-based systems makes sense.

 Increase enterprise agility – Modernizing legacy applications and moving them off expensive

mainframe environments to more cost effective standards-based servers enables greater

infrastructure flexibility to rapidly respond to dynamic business changes.

 Reduce support and infrastructure costs by as much as 70% – Using much more cost effective Intel-

based server platform with industry standard applications not only reduces hardware costs, but also

dramatically reduces software licensing and support costs.

 Accelerate delivery of new application features – Flexible, open infrastructure with HP Virtual server

Environment, workload management, and instant capacity allows for dynamic and rapid

provisioning and business model implementation.

In today’s economy, eliminating the fixed costs and inflexibility associated with older IBM Mainframe

servers is an excellent way to make your business more competitive.

Evaluation of different sizing methods

Several mainframe sizing methods were examined. While this paper uses workload sensitive MIPS

(Millions of Instructions Per Second) and MIPS ratios as a measure of sizing, it is important to

acknowledge that we agree with IBM’s comment “Single-number processor capacity tables are
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inherently prone to error because they are not sensitive to the type of work being processed.”1 IBM

recommends the use of the relative sizing techniques found in the LSPR (Large System Performance

Reference), which sizes mainframe systems using ITR (Internal Throughput Rating). This allows users to

do comparative sizing between mainframe systems, but does not address the challenge of choosing

standards-based systems for running workloads.

IBM states that while MIPS tables are useful for rough processor positioning, this measure should not

be used for capacity planning purposes. Their position is that single-number processor capacity

numbers, such as MIPS, introduce error into sizing measures not sensitive to the type of workload

being run.

However, upon examination of the ITR values found in LSPR, and comparing those numbers with MIPS

measures for the same systems, it was found that a very high correlation existed between LSPR and

MIPS measures for systems. This correlation can be clearly seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: MIPS and ITR (Internal Throughput Rating) comparison for 1 to 64 processor z10 mainframe servers

Figure 1 shows that MIPS and the LSPR-based measures track quite closely. The element introduced in

the graphic is the comparison of MIPS with the three different workload mixes that IBM uses for

general sizing; these workload types are explained in detail later in the paper. It is important to note

that the workload mixes are an important part of mainframe to open systems sizing, and are a good

introduction to a very important sizing factor—the Workload Factor (WLF). WLF is explained in more

detail later, but in short, it is the method used to account for sizing differences as a result of

differences in workload type.

For the work to be done here, one sizing methodology is recommended, based on the technique used

by IBM.

1 “Large System Performance Reference”, pg 13;

http://www.softwareag.com/Corporate/Images/TU_Darmstadt_Putting_Linux_on_System_z_tcm16-46949.pdf
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Validating calculated results

In an effort to develop relative sizing criteria for HP systems compared to mainframe systems, an HP

mainframe migration partner, Micro Focus, tested HP Integrity and HP ProLiant servers with the

objective of identifying a MIPS-per-system ratings for several system architectures.2 The objective was

to help with sizing efforts. The following are the results of the testing:

 1.6 GHz Dual Core Intel Itanium = 295 MIPS per core (16 core system)

 3.0 GHz Quad Core x86 = 271 MIPS per core (8 core system)

These two measures can be very useful if used properly. Note that the Itanium core measure was

performed on a 16-core server, and the x86 measure was performed on an 8-core server. Also note

that scaling can play a big part in a MIPS per core measure, as noted in Table 1, excerpts from a

mainframe MIPS-per-core table. For example, adding one core processor to go from 63 to 64 core

processors is 49% less than a uni-processor mainframe (462 versus 890 MIPS).

Z10 EC CPUs MIPS MIPS per CPU

1 890 890

2 1667 834

3 2411 804

16 9958 622

17 10452 615

18 10940 608

62 28922 466

63 29259 464

64 29590 462

Table 1: Excerpts from a mainframe MIPS-per-core table3

These measures are useful in several ways. These results can be used for validating results found with

the method that will be discussed. It should be noted that for systems much different in size, SMP

effects will impact the MIPS per core comparison, and should be applied with caution.

Finding the Workload Factor

IBM has provided a set of thumb rules4 for sizing workloads from mainframes to standards-based

based systems. The basic conversion factor is a transactions per minute (tpm) per MIPS factor, which

IBM identifies as being in a range from 30tpm per MIPS (CPU intensive) to 200tpm per MIPS (I/O

intensive), with a median value of 120tpm per MIPS for commercial workloads. They call this the

Workload Factor (WLF), which is defined by the workload to be sized.

Using the Workload Factor with engineering estimates

There is a technique recommended by IBM to find the WLF, which will be discussed here. Using the

WLF allows you to convert MIPS into tpm, then to apply HP engineering estimates for tpm per server.

The advantage of finding an accurate WLF is that it enables you to account for differences in

workload type. The lack of consideration for “workload type” has historically promoted a one-size-fits-

all approach to sizing. This is a key criticism of comparisons that only used transactions per minute to

establish sizing requirements. The revised approach highlighted in this paper will rely more heavily on

2
Micro Focus study part of HP engineering analysis (HP Performance Study)

3 IBM z10 EC 2097 Mainframe Reference; http://www.tech-news.com/publib/pl2097.html
4

“Putting Linux on IBM System z”, 13 November 2008;

http://www.softwareag.com/Corporate/Images/TU_Darmstadt_Putting_Linux_on_System_z_tcm16-46949.pdf
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workload profiles to deliver more accurate estimations of the number of servers needed to meet

current MIPS processing requirements.

Example 1

In this scenario, the new business requirements will mean the purchase of 2000 MIPS of commercial

workload capacity on its mainframe. They would like to decide whether to add to their existing

mainframe system, or purchase an HP Integrity server.

Workload factor (commercial application) = 120tpm per MIPS (this example assumes 100% of

workload is converted using 120tpm/MIPS)

2000 MIPS capacity needed

120tpm per MIPS (Commercial workload)

Total tpm required = 120 x 2000 = 240,000tpm

Recommendation: The IBM mainframe choices are either a z10 EC (3 CPU) model 2097-703 or z10

BC 2098-W05 (5 CPU). The equivalent HP system is a HP Integrity rx8640 6p/12c systems (see

Appendix A for comparison methodology and tables)

Mainframe to open systems sizing

Possibly one of the most challenging areas to work with is sizing a mainframe workload for open

systems – in our case either HP Integrity or ProLiant servers. With some investigation, one can find that

there are rules of thumb and tools available from IBM that can be interpreted to help size HP systems.

There are three key steps to a sizing exercise:

1. Identification of the workload type, as defined by IBM’s Workload Factor

2. Identification of target workload size/volume in MIPS or tpm

3. Identification of type of standards-based target server and processor type the target workload

would run on

With the above information, it is possible to properly size the platform to which a mainframe user

would need to move to as part of a mainframe migration opportunity.

Capacity sizing and identifying the Workload Factor

When mainframes were first introduced, processor designs were simpler. Capacity could be

expressed as instruction execution rates, and relative system performance would just be a comparison

of that rate. MIPS continue to be used as a relatively simple, but easily identifiable method of

measure.

In the case of sizing the system being targeted for possible migration, MIPS continue to be used as a

useful sizing methodology. The formula used by IBM’s sizing expert’s who analyze workloads and

convert tpm measures to MIPS is as follows:

MIPS (target system capacity) = %Utilization (source) x Current capacity (source)/WL

 Target system capacity is the amount of MIPS to be installed, converted from transactions per minute

(tpm) using the Workload Factor.

 WLF depends heavily on the source/target workload and usually falls in the 30 to 200 tpm/MIPS

range (as discussed earlier). It is a conversion factor from transactions per minute to MIPS.

 Current capacity is the amount of current capacity, measured in transactions per minute

 %Utilization = Workload utilization level on the source platform. This should not be estimated.
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Example 2

Uses the same characteristics as Example 1, but now assumes a 50% utilization level.

 Current capacity = 100,000 tpm

 Workload factor = 120tpm/MIPS

 % Utilization = 50%

MIPS needed = 50% x 100,000/120 = 417 MIPS

With this calculation of desired MIPS, one can then estimate the size of target mainframe, as well as

convert it number of target cores using a MIPS/target processor conversion factor as the divisor.

Workload classification and using WLF
As server and computer systems have become more specialized and workload performance has

become a primary issue, hardware vendors have tended to divide commercial workloads into two

large categories: “batch-like” and “transaction-like.” In actuality, every modern application has a mix

of batch-like and transaction-like characteristics. In fact, any specific production workloads can be

characterized as lying somewhere on the scale between fully batch and fully on-line oriented, as can

be seen in Table 2.

Batch Job)
Metrics

(Units of work)

Online

(Transaction)

Large CPU time per event Small

Lower I/O intensity Higher

Infrequent Supervisor service requests Frequent

Low Event rate High

Efficient NWay exploitation Less efficient

Not dominant Branching Dominant

Predictable Storage reference patterns Random

Very high High-speed buffer hit ratio Low

Table 2: Characteristics of Batch versus Online workloads

Identification of the workload type being run is extremely important, as it will have impact in the value

of the WLF calculated for the capacity calculations.

HP Integrity and ProLiant servers have design features that each accommodates some mix of batch

and on-line workloads. For sizing MIPS workloads, the factor that has the greatest influence is the

value of the WLF, which can vary from 30 to 200 MIPS per tpm. Table 3 shows a range of values

that can be assigned to the WLF, based on IBM definitions.

tpm/MIPS Workload type
Typical application types being run on UNIX, Linux,

Windows, etc.

30 SPECint Processor intensive workload

75 TPC-C SAP SD

120 Commercial workload
SAP ERP; Oracle E-Business Suite; Oracle, DB2 in OLTP

implementation

160 Mixed workload SAP BW

200 Business intelligence
Oracle, DB2 in Business Intelligence or Data Warehousing

implementation

Table 3: TPM/MIPS Values assigned to Workload Type

While the workload sizing factor can vary by a factor of approximately 6x (from 30 to 200tpm per

MIPS) depending upon the nature of the workload, most applications to be moved will typically fall in
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the 75 to 160tpm per MIPS range. Also one can tell by the WLF sizes listed above, mainframe

systems tends to handle data processing better than CPU intensive workloads, and will tend to size

better for those kinds of workloads.

The values in Table 3 can be used for developing tpm per MIPS relationships for

specific workloads. For example if workloads to be moved off of a mainframe are

a 50% SPECint oriented and 50% commericial workload mix, then the tpm per

MIS value could be calculated as 30 x (50%) + 120 x (50%) = 75 tpm per MIPS.

Using testing results as proof points to validate Itanium and ProLiant

server sizing

A series of benchmark tests were performed by Micro Focus, a company with a strong mainframe

modernization background. The testing of equivalent mainframe workloads was done in an effort to

identify sizing factors that could be used for relative sizing comparisons between mainframe and

standards-based systems. This effort was extremely helpful in validating HP ProLiant and Integrity

servers as alternative target platforms to mainframe systems. The workloads tested were COBOL,

CICS, and IMS in a number of different hardware and operating system configurations.

 HP Integrity tests: Conducted on an HP Integrity rx8640 attached to an HP EVA4000 storage area

network with four 4Gb Fibre Channel connections shared between them. The system-under-test

operating environment consisted of HP-UX and Oracle 10g.

 HP ProLiant tests: An HP ProLiant Blade server was tested attached to an EMC Symmetrix SAN

storage device through a 4Gb Fibre Channel connection. It was running Microsoft Windows server

2008 with data storage handled by Microsoft SQL server 2008. (Note: Tested with existing site

Storage equipment.)

HP Integrity and ProLiant testing
Performance tests on a 16- core HP rx8640 demonstrated a zOS MIPS equivalent result of 4714

MIPS (Note: MIPS per Core measures will vary for a system, depending upon the workload type and

the benchmark setup). Performance tests of an 8- core x86 has shown in excess of 2150 mainframe

MIPS equivalent rating. Both can be seen in Table 4.

System CPU
CPU

sockets

CPU

cores
OS/DBMS

zOS

MIPS

zLinux

MIPS

x86--based Blade

server

3.0 GHz x86 Quad

core processor
2 8

W2K8EE -x64

SQl2KEE-x64
2165 1858

HP rx8640

1.6 GHz Intel®

Itanium® Dual-Core

processor 9100

Series

8 16
HP-UX

Oracle 10g
4714 4046

Table 4: MIPS per Core: System Testing Results

Using the results shown in Table 4 as proxies for x86 and Itanium performance relative to zOS MIPS

ratings, a rating can be assigned on a per processor basis, as shown in Table 5.
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System CPU
CPU

cores
zOS MIPS

zOS

MIPS/core

CPU Sockets

x86-based Blade server
3.0 GHz x86 Quad core

processor
8 2165 271

HP rx8640
1.6 GHz Intel® Itanium® Dual-

Core Processor 9100 Series
16 4714 295

Table 5: MIPS per Core Results

Table 6 shows the results for zLinux sizing. A zLinux environment shares the same System z machine

architecture as traditional z/OS workloads running on CICS.

System CPU
CPU

cores
zOS MIPS

zOS

MIPS/core

CPU Sockets

X86-based Blade

server
3.0 GHz Quad core x86 8 1858 232

HP rx8640
1.6 GHz Intel® Itanium® Dual-Core

Processor 9100 Series
16 4046 253

Table 6: MIPS per Core Results, zLinux sizing

Sizing scenarios

Why is sizing so important? In the mainframe world, support and monthly software licensing charges

are driven by system capacity and even a small percentage change—even 2% to 5%—can have an

impact on growth planning and licensing costs. Because of the high costs of the mainframe

ecosystem, an error in mainframe sizing can be very costly. A key benefit of migrating to an HP open

system ecosystem is that the significantly lower cost infrastructure allows for wider tolerances in sizing.

MIPS tables have historically been useful for rough processor positioning, and still can be helpful

when discussing approximate system utilization levels. However, Single Table MIPS values should not

be used for capacity planning or growth purposes—MIPS values are only for “rough” processor

sizing. IBM discourages the use of MIPS tables to assess relative capacity. We agree with this view,

which is why we’ve chosen the Workload Factor (WLF) focused methodology.

Sizing methodology

The recommended sizing approach is to identify the Workload Factor, and then convert the workload

MIPS to a tpm sizing. The tpm sizing is then converted to core count using a tpm per core factor that

you have identified. The alternative method is to use lookup tables, which is done here (Appendix A).

Both methods will be highlighted, but the lookup tables will be used here.

Use of tables in Appendix A

An explanation of how to use the tables can be found at the back of this paper, in the first section of

the appendix. The Appendix has six sections, showing three different classes of workloads (processor

intensive, commercial application, business intelligence) for two different mainframe system families

(z10 EC and z10 BC). The lookup tables will be used for comparison in this paper.

The following scenarios are to show how to perform a workload sizing, and how different workload

types impact final system sizes.

Mainframe capacity to be sized: 1500 zOS MIPS.

Workload characterization:
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Scenario 1: 20% TPC-C oriented, 50% commercial workload, 30% mixed

Scenario 2: 90% Business Intelligence, 10% mixed

Target platform (all scenarios): HP Integrity server (Itanium, 1.6GHz Dual core)

Scenario 1

20% TPC-C oriented, 50% commercial workload, 30% mixed

WLF = (20% x 75) + (50% x 120) + (30% * 160) = 123tpm/MIPS

MIPS needed = 1500 zOS MIPS

Custom workload conversion factor = 123 tpm/MIPS

Total TPM = 1500 x 123 = 184,500 tpm

Looking up the engineering analysis, the system requirement for this workload would be z10 EC (2

processors) 2097-702, or HP rx8640 Itanium 2 9150N-24M 1600 4p 8c

Scenario 2

90% Business Intelligence, 10% mixed

WLF = 0.90*200tpm/MIPS + 0.10*160tpm/MIPS = 197tpm/MIPS

MIPS needed = 1500 zOS MIPS

Custom Workload Conversion Factor = 197tpm/MIPS

Total TPM = 1500 x 197 = 295,500tpm

Using engineering analysis, the system requirement for this workload would be z10 EC (2 processors)

2097-702, or HP rx8640 Itanium 2 9150N-24M 1600 6p 12c

Table 7 shows the scenario summary.

TPC-C (75

tpm/MIPS)

Commercial

workload

(120tpm/MIPS)

Mixed

(160

tpm/MIPS)

BI

(200tpm/MIPS)

Custom

Workload

tpm

Itanium

Cores

Scenario 1 20% 50% 30% — 184,500 8

Scenario 2 — 10% 90% 295,500 12

Table 7: Scenario summary

Validation using MIPS per core measure

MIPS needed = 1500 MIPS

Itanium Core = 295 MIPS per core

Number of Itanium Cores = 1500/295 = 5.1 cores = 6 Itanium cores (rounded)

Each of the above two scenarios had different answers as a result of the workload types, which was

really the purpose of going through this exercise. The following should also be noted:

1. The estimated workload size and type is important factor to identify and should be as accurate as

possible.

2. Workload Factor and the associated Workload identifier (commercial application, processor

intensive, etc) can have a significant impact on sizing. It is useful to identify the workload type as

carefully as possible when performing the sizing exercise.

3. For sizing purposes, it is be best to run multiple likely scenarios to evaluate and analyze the cost

impact of any variances.
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Standards-based and Mainframe system comparative sizing

Similar to mainframe sizing via LSPR, the sizing exercises done in this paper, assumed that all

external resources - storage, I/O, memory, etc. are adequately available to ensure that there are no

bottlenecks. This is important to know and understand as some organizations may perform the sizing

evaluation without considering any limiting factors. If there is a system that has external constraints, it

is important for the evaluator to understand what those limitations or constraints are, as well as factor

them into their calculations to assess the potential implications and impact on sizing.

For the LSPR tables, IBM identifies workloads with the following classifications. It is important to keep

these in mind as the Workload Factor can be impacted by how the workload is categorized, and

these descriptions may be used for new workloads

 OLTP-T - Online Workload: The OLTP-T workload reflects traditional online transactions. These

transactions include order entry, stock control, inventory tracking, production specification, hotel

reservations, banking, and teller system activities.

 OLTP-W -Web-enabled Online Workload The OLTP-W workload reflects a production environment

that has web-enabled access to a traditional data base. This involves a WebSphere front-end with a

CICS/DB2 workload.

 WASDB - WebSphere Application server and Database This workload reflects an e-business

production environment that uses WebSphere applications and a DB2 data base. This workload is

designed to emulate an online brokerage firm.

 CB-L Commercial Batch Long Job The CB-L workload is a commercial batch job stream reflective of

large batch jobs with fairly heavy CPU processing.

All identified mainframe workload is made up of weighted average mixture of the elements discussed

above. Historically, the workloads have been defined as a “default” mixed workload which is made

up of the harmonic/weighted mean of the workload elements just discussed previously.

Since mainframes rarely run just one type of workload, to model a more realistic environment, the

following hybrid workloads are used.

The Mixed workload. This LSPR workload is designed to reflect a majority of database/application

workloads found on a mainframe, equally weighted OLTP-T, OLTP-W, WASDB, and CB-L elements

(25% each) are combined in a weighted average composite workload.

The LoIO workload. This workload mix is frequently used when more batch-like requirements exist. For

this workload, the online component is represented by 28% WASDB and 28% OLTP-W, and 44% CB-

L.

The TI workload. This LSPR workload mix represents a heavy online workload. The weights of this

workload are 40% OLTP-T, 40% OLTP-W and 20% CB-L.
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Figure 2: Workload Element % amounts in the Tailored Workload Mix

Sizing mainframe migrations

This paper is targeted at organizations trying to choose between growing their mainframe

environment and adding on an HP Integrity or ProLiant system to address capacity growth

requirements. The primary target platforms identified in this paper are HP Integrity servers, but the

same methodology can be used if HP ProLiant servers are the desired target platform result.

For those who would like to migrate their existing mainframe workloads to standards-based servers,

the sizing exercise is more complex. When considering the migration of a mainframe workload to

standards-based servers, not only is sizing the server environment a requirement, but there are

application modernization considerations as well. Tackling a mainframe application modernization

effort requires that you intimately understand the applications currently running a mainframe. This

includes having information about their origin and construction, their level of customization, linkages

to other systems, the amount of duplicate code, whether they can be re-compiled to run on a

standards-based application, whether or not they have an open systems equivalent that can be easily

transitioned and much more.

For companies interested in evaluating their options around reducing their current mainframe

workload, software and other operating expenses, HP recommends doing the evaluation as part of an

application modernization workshop as a necessary and appropriate first step. A mainframe

application modernization assessment will help in the understanding what is possible, how long a

partial or complete migration effort would take, the level of associated risk and the required

investment, the associated savings, etc.

As a leading IT Service provider, HP specializes in partnering with existing and new mainframe

clients to facilitate and expedite this process, while enabling them to benefit from our proven

methodologies, years of experience and lessons learned. This is an area where HP Application

Modernization team and our Modernization partners can be relied upon to provide you with an

objective analysis of your mainframe cost saving options.
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Conclusion and next steps

After investigation of several “mainframe-to-open system” sizing methodologies, it was decided that

using a Workload Factor approach was more representative of an actual environment than a single

MIPS table approach by considering multiple factors and allowing for flexibility in the modeling.

Performing the infrastructure sizing between a mainframe and HP servers is an important step in

determining a basis for TCO savings, along with associated software, staffing, power, cooling, and

migration costs. For a more detailed assessment of your application portfolio and migration options,

next steps may include:

1. Perform analysis based on identification of Workload Factors for well known commercially

available applications.

2. Consider a modernization workshop or application assessment to determine roadmap forward.

3. Perform a Proof of Concept (POC) to validate sizing and application modernization.
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Appendix A: z10 versus HP Integrity server sizing tables
The following tables show mainframe systems sized against HP Integrity rack mount and blade

servers. Each table represents sizing of a workload class with either z10 EC or z10 BC mainframe

systems.

Example of how to use a table: You need to place a processor-intensive workload, sized at 2500

MIPS, on a z10 EC – E64 platform, but want to look at your options for putting the workload on a

standards-based server. Going to Table A-1, you would choose a 4-processor z10 EC server, since it

is the smallest system that could be used to run that size of workload. Alternatively, you would

purchase a 1-processor HP Integrity rx6600 server to handle the same workload.

Workload sizes, z10 EC – E64 mainframe versus HP Integrity servers

Processor intensive

workload
Commercial workload

Business intelligence

(BI) workload

z-Series

CPUs
Model # MIPS

Equivalent standards-

based server

Equivalent standards-

based server

Equivalent standards-

based server

1 2097-701 890
rx6600 1p 2c (see

Note)
rx8640 4p 8c rx8640 4p 8c

2 2097-702 1667 rx6600 1p 2c rx8640 4p 8c rx8640 6p 12c

3 2097-703 2411 rx6600 1p 2c rx8640 6p 12c rx8640 8p 16c

4 2097-704 3114 rx6600 1p 2c rx8640 6p 12c rx8640 12p 24c

5 2097-705 3794 rx6600 1p 2c rx8640 8p 16c rx8640 16p 32c

6 2097-706 4450 rx6600 2p 4c rx8640 8p 16c rx8640 16p 32c

7 2097-707 5084 rx6600 2p 4c rx8640 12p 24c rx8640 16p 32c

8 2097-708 5694 rx6600 2p 4c rx8640 12p 24c rx8640 16p 32c

9 2097-709 6286 rx6600 2p 4c rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 24p 48c

10 2097-710 6856 rx6600 2p 4c rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 24p 48c

11 2097-711 7408 rx6600 2p 4c rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 24p 48c

12 2097-712 7936 rx6600 4p 8c rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 32p 64c

13 2097-713 8454 rx6600 4p 8c rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 32p 64c

14 2097-714 8959 rx6600 4p 8c rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 32p 64c

15 2097-715 9464 rx6600 4p 8c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 32p 64c

16 2097-716 9958 rx6600 4p 8c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 32p 64c

17 2097-717 10452 rx6600 4p 8c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

18 2097-718 10940 rx6600 4p 8c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

19 2097-719 11422 rx6600 4p 8c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

20 2097-720 11899 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

21 2097-721 12375 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

22 2097-722 12840 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

23 2097-723 13305 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

24 2097-724 13764 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

25 2097-725 14217 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

26 2097-726 14670 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 48p 96c

27 2097-727 15112 rx8640 6p 12c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 64p 128c

28 2097-728 15559 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 64p 128c

29 2097-729 16001 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 64p 128c

30 2097730 16436 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 64p 128c
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31 2097-731 16872 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 64p 128c

32 2097-732 17308 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 24p 48c Superdome 64p 128c

33 2097-733 17738 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

34 2097-734 18162 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

35 2097-735 18586 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

36 2097-736 19010 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

37 2097-737 19429 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

38 2097-738 19847 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

39 2097-739 20259 rx8640 8p 16c Superdome 48p 96c Superdome 64p 128c

40 2097-740 20672 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

41 2097-741 21079 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

42 2097-742 21485 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

43 2097-743 21886 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

44 2097-744 22287 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

45 2097-745 22682 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

46 2097-746 23072 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

47 2097-747 23461 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

48 2097-748 23850 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

49 2097-749 24234 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

50 2097-750 24611 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

51 2097-751 24989 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 48p 96c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

52 2097-752 25361 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

53 2097-753 25732 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

54 2097-754 26104 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

55 2097-755 26470 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

56 2097-756 26831 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

57 2097-757 27191 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

58 2097-758 27545 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

59 2097-759 27894 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

60 2097-760 28242 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

61 2097-761 28585 rx8640 12p 24c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

62 2097-762 28922 rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation
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63 2097-763 29259 rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

64 2097-764 29590 rx8640 16p 32c Superdome 64p 128c
Multisystem HP Integrity

implementation

Table A-1: Workload sizes, z10 EC – E64 mainframe versus HP Integrity servers

Notes

rx6600= HP Integrity rx6600 with Dual core Intel® Itanium® processor 9150N-24M 1600 1p 2c. A lower core count

rx6600 server can be replaced by an rx3600 or rx2660 server.

rx8640= HP Integrity rx8640 with Dual core Intel® Itanium® processor 9150N-24M 1600 4p 8c

Superdome = HP Integrity Superdome (sx2000) with Intel® Itanium® processor 9150N-24M 1600 24p 48c

Comparative workload sizes, z10 BC mainframe versus HP Integrity

servers

z-Series

CPUs

Model

#
MIPS

Processor

intensive rack

Processor

intensive blade
Commercial rack

Commercial

blade
BI rack BE blade

1
2098-

Z01
713 rx6600 1p 2c BL870c 1p 2c rx6600 1p 2c BL870c 1p 2c

rx6600

2p 4c

BL870c

1p 2c

2
2098-

Z02
1325 rx6600 1p 2c BL870c 1p 2c rx6600 2p 4c BL870c 2p 4c

rx6600

4p 8c

BL870c

2p 4c

3
2098-

Z03
1891 rx6600 1p 2c BL870c 1p 2c rx6600 4p 8c BL870c 4p 8c

rx8640

6p 12c

BL870c

4p 8c

4
2098-

Z04
2416 rx6600 1p 2c BL870c 1p 2c rx6600 4p 8c BL870c 4p 8c

rx8640

8p 16c

BL870c

4p 8c

5
2098-

Z05
2926 rx6600 4p 8c Multi-Blade rx6600 4p 8c Multi-Blade

rx8640

8p 16c

Multi-

Blade

Table A-2: Comparative workload sizes, z10 BC mainframe versus HP Integrity servers
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For more information
HP hardware

 HP servers: http://www.hp.com/go/HP servers

 Migrate from IBM Mainframes to HP: http://h71028.www7.hp.com/enterprise/cache/564549-0-0-0-121.html

 Linux and HP servers: www.hp.com/go/linux

 Why Migrate to HP: http://h71028.www7.hp.com/enterprise/cache/562818-0-0-0-121.html

 Oracle Reference Architectures: http://h71028.www7.hp.com/enterprise/cache/150368-0-0-0-121.html

HP software

 HP-UX 11i v3: http://www.hp.com/go/hpux11iv3

 HP VSE: http://www.hp.com/go/vse

 HP Serviceguard: http://www.hp.com/go/Serviceguard

 HP Systems Insight Manager: www.hp.com/go/sim

Intel processors

Intel® Xeon® and Intel® Itanium® Processors: http://www.intel.com/p/en_US/products/server/processor

Services

 Application Modernization Services: http://www.eds.com/services/appsmodernization/

 Data center virtualization www.hp.com/services/virtualization_accelerator

 Application Transition www.hp.com/go/application-transition

 Data and database migration: http://www.hp.com/hps/storage

Porting guidance

 Selecting The Best Compiler Options: http://docs.sun.com/source/820-5242/index.html

Technology for better business outcomes
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